Huybond
Superior Performance for Demanding Hydroentangled and Spunlaced Applications.

Premium Engineered Fabrics
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Technology
Xerium Huybond woven fabrics are manufactured on modern high speed looms using proprietary Cleanmesh yarns which provide superior contamination resistance and reduced web picking.

The primary applications are on machines producing hydroentangled and spunlaced products.

Benefits
• High fiber support
• Web uniformity
• Low bleed
• Excellent contamination resistance
• Reduced fiber picking
• Woven non-marking seams
• Excellent CD mechanical stability

Huybond fabrics are available in single layer and multilayer, and in any width.

Huybond 0301
single layer

Huybond 2452
multilayer

For more information contact your Xerium representative, or visit Xerium.com.